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Welcome
Welcome to the Open College of the Arts and to your Open Foundation in Drawing from the
Past.

About The Open College of the Arts (OCA)
OCA is a leading provider of flexible, open learning courses, a thriving educational charity, and
part of the University for the Creative Arts (UCA).
Founded in 1987 by Michael Young, Lord Young of Dartington, OCA’s charitable purpose is
to widen participation in arts education. We achieve this through embedding our values of
openness and flexibility into how our courses are designed, structured and taught. This means
producing high-quality learning materials that are open and flexible enough for all students
to have meaningful learning experiences, and a teaching model that allows you to work
flexibly, where and when you want. Supporting this approach are tutors, who are experienced
educators and creative practitioners, also working flexibly, and at a distance.
UCA are a leading specialist arts institution that validate the educational quality of OCA courses
for many years. While your foundation course is not currently validated, UCA is still involved in
ensuring the quality of the support you receive.

About your Open Foundation course
OCA’s Open Foundations courses are designed for students who want to develop their skills
and understanding before embarking onto higher education (HE) study, but they can also be
studied as interesting courses in their own right.
The idea of the Foundation course has a long history in art colleges, from their development
at the Bauhaus in 1920s Germany and 1940s USA, to the ‘Basic Design Course’ within UK art
colleges from the 1950s onwards. In line with this tradition, OCA’s Open Foundation aims to
provide a broad introduction to creative disciplines through which you can make informed
decisions about your creative direction, build your confidence, and familiarise yourself with the
study skills needed to progress.
The Foundation is a pre-degree course that equates to HE Level 3. It encourages you to take an
exploratory approach to how you develop, and test your skills, knowledge and understanding
to an introductory level, as well as providing a diagnostic experience that allows you to test
out a range of different ways of working. It has been designed to be an achievable course for
those new to the subject, but equally should be challenging enough to make the experience
meaningful to you.
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Course Aims and Learning Outcomes
This course - Drawing from the Past - is designed to help you develop practical ways to
encounter and understand art made by others, through making drawings. Over the unit’s five
sections you will discover how drawing - in all sorts of different ways - can be employed to build
a closer relationship with works of art. The methods contained within this course should help
you whether you intend to focus on studying the work of others or making your own works of
art, or a combination of the two.
This is not a ‘how to draw’ course in the traditional sense (though it is likely that your drawing
will improve and that your tutor will give you some pointers along the way), but rather it
encourages active looking at the world and at works of art. By making drawings, tracings,
diagrams, you will be forced to slow down and attend closely and to experience what it means
to develop understanding through looking and making.
On successful completion of this course, you should be able to:
•

use drawing as a way of getting closer to works of art

•

gain insight into varied types of art practice

•

reflect on your experience of making in writing

•

research and establish links between different artists and their work

By the end of the course, your tutor will help you judge whether you have gained sufficient
skills and enough confidence to go on to further study at HE level with OCA, or elsewhere, and
be able to decide on the nature and direction of your studies or practice.
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Getting started
This section introduces you to studying at OCA and helps you get started by undertaking a
series of short exercises. These are designed to help you establish a learning log, set up your
working space, and study schedule. They also prepare you for your initial contact with your
tutor and to say hello to fellow students and give you an idea of what is meant by ‘research’. You
should be able to work through these reasonably quickly, and the time invested will help you
throughout your studies.
As a distance learning student, you receive learning materials that take you through the
content of the Foundation. These have been developed by experienced academics and
creative practitioners in collaboration with OCA. Your materials provide case studies and visual
examples, links to resources and suggested research, and are typically structured into five parts
covering a number of different topics. Each part contains research tasks, exercises, and projects
that encourage you to undertake your own research, make work, and reflect on your progress.
You will work through one part at a time, undertaking any tasks and documenting your work as
you go in your learning log. Once you complete a given part, you will submit a selection of your
work and your learning log to your tutor, who will review it and provide you with feedback.

Research task: The role of the tutor
You can find out more about the role of your tutor through watching this short
video: [https://vimeo.com/180282269]
Tutor feedback can be written or verbal (provided online through Google Meet or by telephone
with brief notes), depending on what you would rather receive. Tutor feedback will be timely,
well-grounded, constructive, and challenging. It will reflect on the work you have produced,
and provide pointers on how you can improve.

Tip: Reflecting on your feedback
It’s really useful for you to reflect on this feedback in your learning log, identifying
what you feel are the key themes and areas for development. This will help provide a better
understanding of what you are taking from your feedback and help you develop a reflective
approach to your studies. If you are using a public facing blog, and want to quote from the
feedback, please refer to ‘your tutor’ rather than by naming them personally.
Alongside providing learning materials and access to a tutor, OCA supports your learning by
providing additional resources and opportunities to talk to fellow students on our discussion
forums.

Research task: Accessing OCA’s student website
The OCA student site [www.oca-student.com] will be a key resource for you
during your studies with OCA, so take some time to familiarise yourself with it. Log onto the
OCA student website and find the video guide to using the website. Watch the video and take
some notes in your learning log.
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Exercise 1: What do you want/need to gain from the Open
Foundation?
As a Foundation, the course aims to introduce you to some of the main ideas and practices
of your creative discipline. You may already be bringing some skills, knowledge, and
understanding with you, based on previous experiences or other courses. Equally, you may be
aware of gaps in your knowledge that you want to develop, or areas you are keen to explore for
the first time.
To help support your learning it’s useful for your tutor to get a sense of your own creative
background, your expectations of the Foundation and any other information you‘d like to share.
To help you think about this, respond to the following two questions that ask what you want
and what you might need from the course. Write a short paragraph or around 5 bullet points for
each question.
Write down the key things you would like to gain from doing the Open Foundation course.
These might be based on what’s motivating you to study - for example, a desire to progress into
higher education, wanting to develop your work, a love of your subject, or wish to engage with
other creative practitioners. In other words, what do you want to gain from the course?
Write down the key things you feel might need to develop to gain these things. These might
be practical considerations, such as developing your IT skills, thoughts on how you adapt to
flexible learning or other areas you feel you need to develop.
As an OCA student you need to keep a learning log as a way of documenting your creative
responses to this course, your reflections on your progress, and as a way of sharing your work
with your tutor. It might be that you change your mind about particular works after spending
some time with them. Document that change in your log.
In addition to writing about the work you make, it’s good to write about the wider subject.
Many students have created a section in their logs called ‘Other Research’ in which they reflect
on:
•

Exhibitions, including OCA study visits

•

Relevant books

•

Television documentaries about art

A learning log should be a summary of your creative process, documenting the various stages
you have gone through, with visual examples, and a brief narrative explaining or reflecting on
your creative process and outcomes. It is helpful if your learning log makes reference to each
part of the course including any exercise titles or research tasks.
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Some OCA students choose to keep their learning log as an online blog, a notebook or a
combination of these. One advantage of using a blog is that it allows your tutor to follow your
work as it develops and makes sharing your work simple, especially if you have a lot of digital
elements. You may also find it useful to have notebooks as well as a blog. For example, to take
notes at gallery visits so things are fresh in your mind, but then allows you to type up your
notes and add any photos onto your blog. Some students use their mobile phones to flick
through sketchbooks to add to their blogs, rather than posting them. In addition to blogs, some
students produce a series of short audio or video logs (vlogs) to record their reflections.
You may find that you start out using one method but feel you may prefer the other. Don’t
worry this is perfectly normal and all part of your learning journey - simply let your tutor know
which method works best for you.

Tip: summarising your learning
Whatever form of learning log you decide to use, get into the habit of going
through what you’ve produced and summarising your key learning for your tutor. See this
summary as a signpost to your learning, so you’re pointing out key moments or blog posts. This
will save them having to read, watch, or listen to your entire log to find out what’s been
important to you. It also encourages you to be more reflective in your approach.

Research task: Looking at learning logs
There are many blog posts on weareoca.com about learning logs. Do some
research to see how other students have approached theirs.
https://weareoca.com/?s=learning+log
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Exercise 2: Setting up your learning log
If you want to set up your learning log as an online blog follow these steps and use the OCA
blog template to help you get started:
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/study-guide/oca-wordpress-blog-template
If you’re not using a blog, establish how you might use folders, sketchbooks, or a digital file as
your learning log.
You can find more guides on the OCA student website on Introducing Learning logs and
Keeping an Online Blog.
https://www.oca-student.com/
Throughout the Foundation you will be asked to undertake research into the work of other
artists. You can do this by searching online or via any local library you have access to. Some key
texts will be provided by OCA.
If you read something that you want to refer to in your learning log, it helps to make a note the
following:
•

book (or essay) title

•

author’s name

•

if you’re using a quote from a text note the page number, too

•

if the content is found online cut and paste the URL (this is the long text in the address
window that often starts with ‘http://’) into a document

Getting down the full reference at the time will save you the frustration of having to hunt for
the details of a half-remembered reference long after the event.

Research task: Study tips
WeAreOCA have a regular blog thread focusing on study tips and hearing from
students’ experiences of studying. Visit the blog and read through some of the posts: https://
weareoca.com/category/students/study-tips/

Some notes on ‘Research’
Throughout this course, we refer to research. It’s important to clarify what is meant by
this. Broadly speaking, research is a mix of two kinds of activity: ‘fact-gathering’ and
‘experimentation’. The fact-gathering element is easily understood as we’ve all done it to some
extent, for example when deciding which OCA course to enrol on. By collecting facts that
already exist we can make informed decisions based on something more than our intuition
or prejudices. When studying art history, this might include reading biographies of artists or
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finding out about an artist’s intentions for their work so that we can better understand the work
we encounter.
Central to many artists’ making process is experimentation in the form of ‘visual research’.
Through acts of making they attempt to find out things that aren’t yet known. This might
include challenging ‘normal’ ways of working in order to get at something new. An artist might
be preoccupied with finding a new way of representing something, or with colliding different
visual elements to tell new stories to provoke an emotional response from their audience. This
is different from ‘fact-gathering’ as what the artists are after doesn’t exist until they discover it.
Their line of enquiry might be based on ‘gut feeling’ or a hunch. It’s easy to miss this speculative
and experimental side to art. It’s also crucial to note that an artist’s research process is likely to
include interesting failures that don’t get shown publicly.
An important aspect of making discoveries is that they change the field from which they
emerge. Some works of art were made as radical research but have, over time, become
something else. The following images are four of Claude Monet’s Rouen Cathedral paintings (he
made over thirty), made to explore how different light conditions could be captured in paint:
a rigorous piece of ground-breaking visual research that changed ideals of beauty and what
might be considered ‘decorative’.
Good research changes the way things are understood. During this course, you have the chance
to change the way you relate to and understand art.
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Claude Monet, Rouen Cathedral,
Afternoon (The Portal, Full Sunlight)
1892-94 (oil on canvas) Bridgeman
Images 3468897

Claude Monet, Rouen Cathedral,
Facade, c.1892-94 (oil on canvas)
Bridgeman Images 374099

Claude Monet, Rouen Cathedral,
Effects of Sunlight, Sunset, 1892 (oil on
canvas) Bridgeman Images 82350

Claude Monet, Rouen Cathedral,
Afternoon (The Portal, Full Sunlight)
1892-94 (oil on canvas) Bridgeman
Images 376827
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Exercise 3: Analysing and reflecting
This exercise is designed to introduce the idea of analysing and reflecting on the work of others
and to give you some material for your first learning log entry or blog post. It shouldn’t take
long to complete.
Here’s a selection of creative practitioners that you will encounter during this foundation.
•

Giorgio Morandi

•

Hanne Darboven

•

Grayson Perry

•

William Hogarth

•

Käthe Kollwitz

1. Choose one of these names and find a piece of work they’ve produced.
Remember to reference the works you have chosen, so it’s clear what you looking at, who made
it, and when.
2. Pick one of the pieces, briefly describe it and make some sketches.
Consider its appearance by looking at it and trying to describe what you see. What are the
different elements within the work and how do these elements work together. What do you
think the work is trying to communicate? Imagine you’re describing the work to somebody over
the telephone. Try to do this in no more than 50 words.
Technically, what you’re doing here is analysing the formal visual language of an image. This
is known as visual research or, sometimes visual analysis. Writing can be a useful tool in visual
analysis, but you can also annotate images with notes.
3. Now make a drawing of the same piece. It needn’t be a perfect copy, but try and work out
how the picture is organised. Now write a brief account of what you noticed by making the
drawing that you missed when just looking at it. Again, try to do this in no more than 50 words.
What you’re doing here is encountering a work in two different ways and then reflecting on the
experience. Don’t worry about ‘getting it wrong’ or ‘missing the point’. Perhaps your reflection
raises more questions than answers. Remember that in the arts there are no definitively right or
wrong answers, just different opinions – some more authoritative than others.
4. Use the text and images you’ve generated to create your first blog post or learning log entry.
Finally, you may want to be self-reflective by considering your experience of doing the exercise.
Did you find this an easy or difficult task? Did it raise any interesting issues or areas you want to
develop further? Write a sentence or two picking up on any points in your learning log.
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Your Foundation course requires around 400 learning hours and can be undertaken flexibly,
part-time, or full-time, depending on how quickly you want to learn. You have a maximum of
two years to complete these learning hours, but if you spread your learning over too long a
timeframe it’s easy to lose momentum. With this in mind, you might want to aim to complete
this course within 12 months (working approximately 8 hours per week), 8 months (at 14 hours
per week) or at a full-time rate of 4 months (at 28 hours per week).
Allow around 20% of your learning hours for reflection and keeping your learning log up to
date.
During the course, your tutor will suggest dates by which your next assignment is due based on
which of these time frames you want to work within. Deadlines can be renegotiated if needed
in discussion with your tutor, so long as they fit within the overall maximum time frame for the
course.

Tip: Additional support
Remember that if you have difficulty with any of your deadlines please get in touch with your
tutor. They can discuss how quickly you want to work and set a suggested deadline during your
Google Meet/phone conversation.
Additional support is available from the OCA Head Office in the form of Course Support,
Student Services and Learner Support. You can email Course Support [coursesupport@
oca.ac.uk] for answers to course content or subject related questions. Student Services
[studentadvice@oca.ac.uk] if you have queries around study resources, time frames, finance and
funding, or any general enquiries. Or contact Learner Support [learnersupport@oca.ac.uk] if any
personal circumstances or disabilities begin to impact on your ability to study.
Allocating regular time for your studies will help you balance your coursework with the rest
of your life. It’s important to be realistic about what you can achieve. For example, don’t try
to undertake the course full-time, while working full-time, and juggling everything else you
do. You’ll end up seeing the course as ‘another thing to do’ which won’t be useful for your
motivation or creativity. It’s much better to give yourself some breathing space to enjoy the
challenge of your studies.
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Tip: Pomodoro technique
The Pomodoro references the popular tomato-shaped food timer. Developed by Francesco
Cirillo as a technique to help manage working time, the technique simply structures your focus
on a task into 25-minute blocks with short breaks in-between. In other words:
1. Identify the task to be done. For example, doing a drawing or reading a text
2. Set a timer for 20-25 minutes (it doesn’t have to be a Pomodoro!)
3. Work on the task
4. When the timer goes, have a short break.
5. Then set the timer and start again
After more than four cycles, take a longer break
It can help with concentration and focus and helps to see what can be achieved in a short
period of time.
Depending on your circumstances, you might allocate time in different ways - a day a week, an
hour a day, larger blocks of time such as weekends or holidays, or a combination of approaches.
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Exercise 4: Managing your time
Ask yourself the following questions:
•

How much time you can allocate to your studies each week?

•

What is my most/least productive time of the day?

•

How well do I manage time?

If your Foundation course requires around 400 hours learning, you can break this down
further by allocating 80 hours for each part of the course. Within each part, you might want to
subdivide your 80 hours by the number of topics, exercises or other tasks. Look at the contents
page of this course to see how many there are. This should give you a rough idea of how long
you need to spend on activities. Of course, it’s hard to know how long things take until you’ve
done them. Perhaps use this Getting Started section as a benchmark - how long will it take you
to get through all of the exercises? Make a note in your learning log.
Once you have answered these questions, make a rough weekly study plan that is realistic and
you can stick to. This will help you meet the deadlines you set with your tutor, share this plan
when you introduce yourself to your tutor.
Finding a space to study is equally important. You will need a space to make your work, be it the
kitchen table, a spare room or an existing studio space; a space to work on your learning log - if
you have opted for a blog for your learning log, then you will need access to a computer; and
space to read and reflect which could be much more flexible and also slot into other times, for
example reading on the train on the way to work.
In order to study you will also need some resources. These will differ depending on what
you’re studying. At a basic level, you will need drawing and writing tools, paper, sketchbooks,
and access to libraries or digital resources. Think about what other materials, tools, or other
resources you might need, as well as any specialist subject-related equipment.

Tip: Student discounts on software
All students enrolled with OCA are encouraged to register for an NUS card. The card entitles you
to discounts on thousands of products including software and apps.
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Exercise 5: What you’ll need and setting up your space
As Drawing from the Past is not a ‘how to draw’ course you don’t have to get carried away with
buying lots of expensive or specialist equipment. The following list is the basic equipment you’ll
need. Don’t worry if you don’t have everything now, there’s plenty of time to build your
resources as you progress through the course:
•

A4 drawing book. A sketchbook that
will ‘lay flat’. This should allow you the
freedom to draw on the whole page or
even across two pages. Sketchbooks
that are bound like hardback books especially small ones - can be awkward to
manage and likely to force you to make
cramped drawings.

•

Sheets of A3 Cartridge Paper for larger
work. You may decide that loose sheets are more convenient for you, in which case a
clipboard will probably be needed, and a folder for storing and protecting the completed
work.

•

A small notebook - slipped into a pocket or handbag - can be useful for quick discreet notes
and thumbnail sketches. This ought to be used in addition to a larger sketchbook. Jotting
down written notes and impressions is a good habit to get into and having a small book
on hand for this means that you should be able to catch things in the moment rather than
trying to remember them later.

•

A range of pencils. Softer grades (2B - 6B) can make a wider range of marks and tones
than hard ones and are easier to erase. Propelling pencils are useful as they don’t need
sharpening when you’re out and about, but they are less versatile in terms of mark-making.

•

A pencil sharpener. Get one that catches and securely stores the waste for when you’re
working galleries or museums.

•

A selection of erasers. For getting rid of errors but also for amending pencil marks to make
new kinds of marks. Experiment with different kinds to see what effects you can achieve.

•

Charcoal. You can get this as sticks or compressed into pencil form. Allows for darker and
bigger marks than you can typically get with a pencil.

•

Fixative. Charcoal is messy. Spraying completed drawings with fixative means that shouldn’t
smudge too much. This is especially important if you send charcoal work through the post.

•

Tracing Paper.
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•

Drawing board. A piece of smooth wood that can support an A3 sheet of paper will help
you work at that size. It can also double as a pinboard when you’re not working, allowing
you to display work for contemplation.

•

Coloured Pencils. Good for making notes about colour when out and about. The watersoluble kind is recommended as you
can generally get deeper colour with
them and they can be combined with
the kind of brush that has a reservoir
in the shaft to turn the pencil marks
into watercolour.

•

Pens. Felt tips are colourful and can
contribute to bold work but they are
unsubtle and cannot be erased or
amended. However, a black pen that
allows you to vary the thickness of
lines can be useful. Some have water
soluble ink which can be used with the watercolour brush mentioned above.

•

Camera. The one on your phone is likely to be good enough. Taking photographs of works
of art isn’t the same as drawing them, but as a note taking device a camera can be useful.

Now, choose a space, or spaces, where you will do most of your study, and prepare it so it’s an
environment you will enjoy working in and you are able to store your equipment and resources.
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Exercise 6: Say hello to your fellow students
It’s worth remembering that while you’re in your space working, there are lots of other OCA
Foundation students doing the same thing. Your fellow students can provide fresh perspectives,
feedback, and encouragement. Get in touch with other OCA students to say hello, and to share
something about you or your practice. For example, by sharing your online learning log URL,
your work on Exercise 3, or a photo of your studio space. You can make contact with them
through the OCA student discussion forum [https://discuss.oca-student.com/]. This email group
is specific to your course. Its purpose is to make it easier for students studying the same course
to interact with one another, upload images and critique one another’s work. Through these
groups, you have access to the experience of students who are further along in their studies,
who can offer advice and guidance. Here, you can take comfort in knowing there are others at
the same point as you, who may share the same worries or concerns. These course discussion
groups utilise ‘Google groups’ to operate. Click here: https://www.oca-student.com/content/
course-discussions-feature-launched for more information.
Remember to communicate respectfully and responsibly with other students and OCA staff
online. If you would like further information, listen to this short piece on Netiquette:
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/online-guide-elements/getting-grips-netiquette

Research task: OCASA
OCA’s Student Association (OCASA) [www.ocasa.org.uk] is also available to you as
a student. Visit their website to see any study visits you would like to attend.
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Exercise 7: Say hello to your tutor
For your final exercise, get in touch with your tutor to arrange a 15-20 min conversation using
Google Meet [https://meet.google.com/] (if you have the technology available) or over the
phone. This is an opportunity to say hello to your tutor and put a voice to a name. It’s also
a chance to discuss how best to schedule your time, document your work, and share it. The
previous exercises and research tasks will have helped you prepare for this conversation and
identified any questions you’d like to ask. You may find it useful to read through the first part of
the course - A Drawing a Day - before speaking to your tutor.
You may want to reflect on this conversation in your learning log as a way to identify any key
points and as a starting point to refer back to later on.
Finally, you may want to reflect on doing this introduction as a whole. Has it been useful and are
things we could do differently? Feel free to get in touch with OCA directly or use the forums to
help us improve our support if you have any ideas.
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Suggested Reading
In addition to making drawings and reflecting on the work you make, you are expected to read
about artists and their work as you study. As mentioned in the introduction to this course, it’s
good to get into the habit of citing anything you quote, especially if you are planning to study
at degree level after completing this course.
The following books are recommended as they have informed the way the course has been
written and compliment this course document. Reading these will help you discover artists and
artworks for yourself, and expand your understanding of the wider subject.
•

Seligman, Isabel, Lines of Thought: Drawing from Michelangelo to now, (Thames and Hudson,
2016). An image-heavy book that places drawing at the heart of creative activity, providing
the perfect accompanying text to this course document.

•

Ward, Ossian, Ways of Looking, How to experience contemporary art, (Laurence King, 2014).
For anyone who finds encountering contemporary art either bewildering - or properly
for the first time - this book can help ease the experience. Ward proposes a technique for
looking and building an understanding of complex and difficult work.

You should also find publications that focus on artists who interest you. Local libraries ought
to have books about major artists. These are often referred to as ‘monographs’ as they cover
just one subject, often including a brief biography of the artist and large images, which will be
useful for some of the exercises you’ll be doing.
In addition to conventionally published material, many websites offer collections of images
and/or short biographies of artists and accounts of the times in which they lived and worked.
The ones listed below are reliable sources, but that’s not the case for all websites. Images
posted on social media can be incorrectly labelled and errors can be repeated.
As a student, it is important to question where you get your information from. Take time to
verify any images and facts you use for your study. As a general rule, it is better to start by
looking at websites connected to institutions rather than relying on collections found on sites
like Pinterest and Instagram.

Tip
When sourcing images to work from do your best to get hold of the best ones you
can. Images found online can be ‘compressed’, which can compromise detail. Large books, like
the ones mentioned above, are still the best places to encounter art in reproduction. The added
advantage of working from a book is that you are likely to notice other work as you leaf through
it. It’s easy to miss things when searching online as we can search for exactly what we want.
•

Bridgeman Education: https://www.bridgemaneducation.com/en/ As an OCA student you
have access to this huge library of images. Most of the images in this course document are
taken from this collection.
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•

The Tate Galleries: http://www.tate.org.uk/

•

Tate’s ‘Art Terms’: http://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms Often words we use in general
conversation to mean one thing can mean something else in academic study. For example,
you’ll hear people describe anything weird as ‘surreal’ but it has a specific art historical
meaning. The Tate has produced a useful online glossary of specialist art terms that is
well worth referring to when you come across something you don’t understand. It’s not
exhaustive, but it’s a good place to start.

•

The Open College of the Arts has lots of useful content and discussion on its own blog:
http://weareoca.com. This is updated almost daily and you should check it often to see
what other students are up to and to get advice from tutors on issues that affect all
students.

•

Artuk: https://artuk.org/ A huge resource of artworks held in the UK.

Many major museums have added high-resolution images of their collection which allows you
to download and print out good quality images to copy and study. The detail on some of these
images is astounding:
•

The Prado Museum: https://www.museodelprado.es/en

•

The Rijksmuseum: https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en

•

The Getty Museum: http://www.getty.edu/art/paintings/

You will, no doubt, find similar sites from which to glean images.
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Course Structure
Drawing from the Past is split into five distinct sections or chapters. When you have completed
each section, send the work - drawings and writing - to your tutor for feedback. Your tutor
is not ‘marking’ the work but providing guidance and support, so don’t worry about it being
perfect. Drawing from the Past is not assessed, but your tutor should be able to give you
guidance about how studying at degree level might suit you.
Part One:

A Drawing a Day

Following the example of Italian artist Giorgio Morandi, you’ll be making a series of drawings
over a month to explore how it feels - and what can be learned - by closely attending to a
subject day after day.
Part Two:

Encountering the Figure

Using the work of several artists whose work is concerned with the human body, you will make
a series of drawings that explore the rhythm and structure of the body in different ways.
Part Three:

The Grid, Repetition, and Systems

With reference to a number of artists who use the grid and repetition, you will use drawing to
speculate and inquire about different methodologies, drawing systems and seriality.
Part Four:

The World Turned Upside Down

Drawing on a broad range of artists, who bear witness and comment on diverse cultural, social
and political ideas, you will explore drawing in relation to how artists communicate these often
complex ideas.
Part Five:

Working in the Gallery

Drawing on the experience you have gained and the techniques you have learned, you will plan
and execute a self-directed research project. It is hoped that you will be able to visit work ‘in the
flesh’ and work directly from it.
Even though this course document is full of exercises for you to complete, don’t feel hidebound
by them. Making and understanding art isn’t a ‘tick box’ exercise. It’s important to follow up on
the things that excite or intrigue you. Don’t worry if not everything you do makes perfect sense
while you’re doing it. It could take months for some things to become clear. Surrender to the
pleasure of exploration and discovery. If you want to do an exercise over and over again, then
feel free to do so. It might be that you’ve enjoyed looking into the work of a particular artist and
that in doing so you’ve encountered the work of others, and that their work offers another way
of making that interests you. If this seems like something that you should be doing, then feel
free to keep making.
During your study, you will encounter some specialist terms. Some are likely to be familiar to
you - things like ‘still life’, ‘composition’, ‘rhythm’ - but others may be new to you or used in a way
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that is a little different from how you expect. Building up your understanding of these terms
is important as it will allow you to speak and write more eloquently about art. Some of these
specialist terms have been defined either just before or just after they first appear in the text.
We recommend that you transfer these definitions to create a ‘Glossary of Terms’ in your log and
expand the definitions or add examples to them. You may also want to add other terms you feel
have significance for you.
In addition to these five parts, there’s an ongoing exercise, the creation of a mind-map, that will
help you link and keep track of the themes you encounter in your studies. You’ll start working
on this at the end of Part One and then be prompted to keep adding to it as you work through
the rest of Drawing from the Past.
Enjoy the rest of your studies!
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Drawing from the Past

Part one: A Drawing a Day

Giorgio Morandi, Still Life with Jugs, 1956 (etching) Bridgeman Images 427627

Howard Andrews (OCA Student), After Morandi
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Introduction
‘By studying drawings, and making one’s own drawings from them, the artist
gains a deeper understanding of fellow artists’ thoughts and methods’
Isabel Seligman, Lines of Thought: Drawing from Michelangelo to now (2016, Thames and
Hudson), p30
Making drawings as a way of learning how to understand artworks or as a way of developing
technical ability has a long history in art education. Making accurate copies of works of art was
a rite of passage for many artists, even into the twentieth century. Drawing an artwork can
reveal all sorts of detail that might otherwise be missed. To stand in front of a painting - even
one you love - for an hour is difficult, but an hour might not be long enough for you to draw
even a small part of the same painting. The harder you look the more you are likely to notice.
Some works of art might appear to more easily lend themselves to this sort of interrogation
than others. Making a detailed drawing of a ‘drip’ painting by Jackson Pollock would probably
tell you less about his work than drawing a section of the Sistine Chapel ceiling would about
Michelangelo’s. But stepping back and plotting the rhythmic gestures Pollock used would shed
light on his approach to making.

Jackson Pollock, Lavender Mist: Number 1, 1950 (oil, enamel & aluminium
paint on canvas) - 154038
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Making and thinking-about-making - finding out through doing rather than trying to secondguess results - is at the heart of Drawing from the Past.
There are lots of books that present the development of art - especially Western art from the
Renaissance onwards - as a coherent narrative, with one ‘ism’ neatly following another, Drawing
from the Past deliberately takes a different approach. Before expanding on that approach, a
quick definition. For the purposes of this course, the ‘art of the past’ means anything made
before the 21st century. Most of the work you will be considering was produced in the 20th
century, though some work made before then is covered. There are also a couple of 21stcentury pieces mentioned. The important thing is that art of the past should be seen as a
resource; something that can be used as raw material for new work and new thoughts.
The aim of Drawing from the Past is to provide you with new ways of looking at and thinking
about works of art and art history. We have placed looking, drawing, and reflection at the heart
of research activity rather than emphasising a method based on lots of reading. You will find
ideas contextualised in art historical terms in this course document but this is not a course that
leans too heavily on art historical facts and figures.
The practical research strategies you will use in the course should help you build a firsthand, personal relationship with works of art and give you some insight into what the artists
who made them were thinking. We hope that these strategies will allow you to discover
and generate knowledge on your own terms. It is important to recognise that the methods
proposed in this course are not designed to replace more traditional ways of studying art
and art history, but to supplement them. For students who intend to proceed onto practicebased degree courses Drawing from the Past should provide you with tools that you can use
throughout any further studies.
Despite the invention of photography, drawing has endured. Drawing is convenient and
immediate but also forces the maker to look hard at the thing being drawn and at the drawing
itself. Drawing is at heart a simple activity. Because of this simplicity, it yields immediate results
and is the basis of most visual art practice. Ideas can be pushed around on a surface and
amended and changed even as the idea is emerging. In addition to working things out through
drawing, artists have always drawn to show or represent otherwise intangible things - emotions
and dreams, for example - that don’t exist as physical objects.
As has already been explained, you will be writing about the work you make in your learning
log. Making notes as you work can help you capture your observations and insights. We have
included ‘prompts’ to help you reflect on the work you make and look at.

Research Point
Take a few minutes to write a list of similarities and differences between the acts
of drawing (or painting) and photography. Think about how they are used to make images and
what can happen during that making process. It might help to look at the images on the next
few pages to see examples of non-photographic images.
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Topic 1: After Morandi: A Month of Drawings
Artists can spend many years developing a particular way of making work, often matched with
a concern for a particular subject. This pairing of method and subject matter often results in a
distinctive style which can make it relatively easy to identify a painting by a particular artist. This
is sometimes referred to as the artist’s ‘voice’.
One clear example of an artist who worked intensively to generate a personal voice is Vincent
Van Gogh (1853-1890). He used paint, ink, and charcoal in direct, expressive ways to make work
that was honest and sympathetic to either the working people or the natural world he
represented, while also incorporating his own emotional response to the subject. If you look at
early works by Van Gogh you can get a hint of the work he will make - and this is true for many
artists - but it takes him a while to get all the elements working together effectively.

Vincent Van Gogh, Peasant Woman
Gleaning, 1885, (Black Chalk on Paper),
Bridgeman Images 68234

Van Gogh, Reaper (pencil on paper)
Bridgeman Images 287287

The voice Van Gogh developed is a direct result of a focussed enquiry - a commitment to
working hard and not just waiting for inspiration to strike.
This commitment to work can be overlooked or obscured when we see finished works of art in
galleries or museums as their ‘completeness’ can give the impression that they arrived fullyformed. It’s also important to note that artists can discard failures before they see the light of
day, making it seem that they always made great work.
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Artists have ability, intentions, and ideas but often the work they make is a result of trial and
error: a practical exploration of a series of real-world problems. For example, Paul Cézanne
(1839-1906), Lucian Freud (1922-2011), Jenny Saville (b. 1970) and Elizabeth Peyton (b. 1965) all
developed, over protracted periods, ways of working that are particular to them.

Paul Cézanne, Still Life with Fruit Dish, 1879-80 (oil
on canvas) Bridgeman Images 2639943

Lucian Freud, Pluto, 1988 (etching with handcolouring in ink on Somerset Satin White wove)
Bridgeman Images 1199423
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Jenny Saville, Self Portrait, 1992 (oil, oil pastel
& paper collage on paper) Bridgeman Images
351894

Elizabeth Peyton, Prince Harry, 1997 (w/c on
paper) Bridgeman Images 1198960
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Often the way an artist works - their ‘methodology’ - becomes intertwined with what they
represent. The style they use might express their psychological make-up or be a conscious
determination to do something in a new way. These influences (and countless others) are likely
to emerge from, and shape, the way they draw.
The three exercises that make up Topic One draw on the methodology of Giorgio Morandi
(1890-1964). The first exercise asks you to produce a drawing a day over a month. The second
exercise is to be done in parallel, at the end of your first week of drawing and repeated weekly.
The final exercise asks you to reflect on the work you have produced at the end of the month.
These exercises are designed to give you a chance to amass a body of work and to develop a
way of looking and working that is inquisitive and not focussed on making ‘finished products’. A
selection of your work and your reflections will be shared with your tutor for feedback.

Giorgio Morandi, Still Life, 1954 (oil on canvas)
Bridgeman Images 988620

Each day Italian artist Giorgio Morandi climbed up to his studio to work on paintings and
drawings of familiar objects. He led a quiet life, focused on his work and family commitments:

I have been fortunate enough to lead […] an uneventful life. Only on very
rare occasions have I ever left Bologna, my native city, and the surrounding
province of Emilia. Only twice, for instance, have I been abroad. […] Besides, I
speak only my native language, as you see, and read only Italian periodicals.
[…] When I was in my early twenties, my highest ambition was to go abroad study art in
Paris. Unfortunately, the material difficulties involved were too great, and I was obliged to
remain in Italy.
(Dialogues – conversations with European artists at mid-century, Edouard Roditi, Lund Humphries
Publishers Ltd, London, 1990)
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Over many years the objects he depicted became a ‘cast of characters’ and his paintings of them
in different configurations became a form of quiet meditation founded on solving visual
problems.

The studio of Giorgio Morandi, Bologna,
Italy Bridgeman Images 2515604

Research point
Do some research into Giorgio Morandi’s life and work. Bridgeman Library, which is accessible
via the OCA student site, has many images of Morandi’s paintings and prints. Makes notes in
your learning log about how he went about making his work. Do your best to find out who
influenced him and which other artists he associated with.

Glossary
Still life
A drawing, painting, or arrangement of natural or man-made objects, often of a domestic
nature. Still life (or Nature Morte) is a principal genre of, but not exclusive to Western Art, that
tends to depict things that are dead or do not move.
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Exercise 1.1: A Drawing A Day for a Month
In this first exercise, you will make a collection of still life drawings much in the way that
Morandi did, working with a small collection of objects as recurring subject matter. You will also
make notes about how it feels to make the work as well as recording things you notice while
working.
1. Select a group of relatively simple objects. Jars, jugs, bowls, and bottles similar to the ones
Morandi used are ideal. Choose things that don’t have too much complex surface detail or
pattern, or anything with an overly intricate silhouette.
2. Arrange the objects on a table.
3. Make a drawing of them each day for a month, rearranging the objects or changing your
viewpoint for each drawing. Use a pencil or charcoal so that you can erase and edit as you
work.
4. Reflect on the experience in your learning log.
5. After making a week’s worth of drawings go to Exercise 1.2 and then return to Exercise 1.1.
Do this at least four times.
6. Don’t worry if you can’t work every day. Make a drawing for each session and produce at
least thirty drawings of your objects.
Spend around 45 minutes to an hour on each drawing. It’s important that you don’t worry
about producing a ‘perfect’ or ‘finished’ drawing during each session.
The size of your drawings ought to stay reasonably consistent. It should big enough to allow
you to make work that contains detail without being cramped and not so big to be unwieldy.
A4 is good but if you work quickly or find that you prefer thick media like charcoal, you might
want to try A3 to give yourself more room. How you fill the page - and the size of the page - can
affect the composition of the image you make.

Glossary
Composition
An arrangement of visual and/or other elements within an artwork. For example shape, colour,
line, and form may be organised according to principles such as balance, rhythm or harmony
and using positive and negative shapes.
Positive and Negative Shape
Positive shape is determined by the space an object or figure occupies. Negative shape is
the space surrounding around an object or figure. The negative shape aids in defining the
boundaries of the positive shape and is an important element of the composition.
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While you should change the arrangement and/or your viewpoint each time you draw, don’t
change the media you use or the things you’re drawing too much. The point of this exercise is
to develop a familiarity with the subject and the media. If there are too many variables, it can be
hard to make meaningful comparisons when reviewing your work. However, if you feel it’s
important to make a change, for instance making the collection simpler or more complex by
removing or adding objects, then feel free to do so.

Tips
Don’t fall into the trap of making a small drawing in the middle of a large sheet.
Think about how to position the elements on the page and how you might fill the sheet and
what might bleed off the page. Keep the background simple. You can mask off the background
with a large sheet of blank paper. This will help you focus on the objects in the foreground.
It may be that you manage to make a couple of drawings a day. That’s fine. It’s okay to miss a
day, too, but don’t use that as an excuse for giving up.
As you work, think about and make notes in your learning log about the following:
•

How you arrange the objects as a group. Look at how Morandi arranged things in lines or as
clusters.

•

What’s happening in the space in between the objects?

•

Lighting conditions - and consequently shadows - can turn a simple arrangement into
something quite complicated. Objects can throw interesting shadows across one another.
Experiment with how you light the arrangement of objects. Using only side-lighting can
reveal a lot about the shapes of cylindrical objects.

•

Where you will sit to draw them. Will you look down at the group or will it be at eye level?
How close will you be?

•

What kind of marks are appropriate to depict the subject?

•

Do you tend to work only in outline? Do you add tone to the drawing after or not at all?
Could you work just in tone, with no outlines?

•

How do you show the background? Morandi always shows it, though sometimes it’s very
subtle.

Don’t worry if not all the drawings are great, or if it’s a ‘one step forward, two steps back’
experience. Your understanding of the task and of the subject should improve over time and
work for a protracted period makes this much easier to plot.
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Make notes as you work and add them to the learning log. If you wait until the exercise is
completed your thoughts are likely to be affected by the later results. It’s important to capture
things in real time to gain real insight. Don’t edit the notes too much at this stage. Include
whatever you feel is relevant.
Think about:
•

the difficulties you weren’t expecting

•

new things you notice through this prolonged scrutiny

•

how your work gets more complex or accomplished as you become familiar with the
objects and the process

•

how arranging the objects can change the feel of a picture

•

how your viewpoint can reveal different shapes

•

how the shapes of the objects interact

•

anything else you think is noteworthy

The following drawings were made by an OCA student working in a very similar way to that
outlined in this exercise (though using lots of different media). He wrote in his learning log that:

‘Making so many quick drawings of the same objects means I can almost see
the shapes in my mind, both the positive shapes and the negative shapes. The
negative shapes formed by the necks and handles are very interesting, each is
important in identifying the character of the bottle or bottles bounding it.’

David Bell (OCA student) - Nine Still
Life Studies
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Exercise 1.2: After Morandi
After making about a week’s worth of drawings, find a large image of a Morandi painting or
drawing online - Bridgeman Library has lots of such images - or in a book and make a drawn
copy of it. Use the same size paper and the same media as you’ve been using for the drawing of
your objects. This won’t be the same as working from life, but by copying Morandi’s work you
should notice things that aren’t immediately obvious which could change your next batch of
drawings of your objects.

Giorgio Morandi Still Life, 1947 (oil on
canvas) Bridgeman Images 407442

Bryan Eccleshall, After Morandi (graphite
on paper) 2018

Make notes about this experience. Think about:
•

how Morandi arranges the shapes on the page

•

the marks he makes

•

what you notice in his work that you can ‘borrow’

•

how Morandi handles tone and shadows, especially at the edges of objects

•

what you think Morandi might be thinking about as he works

•

whether Morandi is concerned with something more profound than the representation of
jars, jugs, bowls, and bottles

After making this drawing return to Exercise 1.1 to make another week’s worth of images, then
make a drawing of a different Morandi and so on. By the end of this process you should have
about thirty drawings of your objects and four or five drawings of Morandi’s work.
Reflect in your learning log about how making copies of Morandi’s work changed your
approach to drawing your objects. This might be because you noticed more or that you began
to make marks in a different way.
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Exercise 1.3: Reflecting on your work
When you have completed Exercises 1.1 and 1.2 you should have about thirty drawings of your
objects and four or five copies of Morandi’s work as well as notes about the experience.
You will now write a longer, more considered reflective text based on your notes. Start by
collating the notes into one document and highlight anything that catches your eye. It might
be a recurring observation or something that only happened once. When looking at the
early notes you might be surprised by some of the entries as your experience is likely to have
changed as the month progressed. As you do this, you might find that more things occur to
you. Incorporate these thoughts into the text. Aim to write at least 400 words.
Some things to think about:
•

how did your approach to making a change after you copied Morandi?

•

can you say more about the subject matter than you could before making the drawings?

•

was there a point when the relationship to the objects changed? Did they become too
familiar or did they become more intriguing?

•

did you develop any new techniques as you worked?

•

the relationship between line and tone in your work and in Morandi’s work

•

do you see Morandi’s work in a different way now?

•

do you think Morandi had ‘habits’ when making?

•

how do the works interact with one another?

•

does Morandi’s approach remind you of anything else? Is it like having a job?
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Ongoing Exercise: Mind Map
One of the key motivations for creating Drawing From The Past was to equip students with a
‘toolbox’ of research methods for use on this and other courses. The production of a ‘mind-map’
- you might also know it as a ‘spider diagram’ - is one of these research methods. On it will you
will plot and link artists and artworks, ideas and insights revealing how things are connected
and where your interests lie. Some of these connections might be surprising.
Art is a complex subject that encompasses many different areas of human endeavour. It has
been used the service of the church and the state, to decorate the homes of the rich and
powerful, but also as a way of provoking political change. Since about 1850 art in Europe has
become much more concerned with the ‘voice’ of the artist. This had the effect of making the
work of art much more particular. Each artist had something to say or show that was peculiar to
themselves. Throughout the Twentieth Century, like-minded artists banded together and wrote
manifestos that outlined common positions and how they differed from other artists. Often
these alliances broke down as people fell out with one another and moved on to pastures new.
When writing about these groups art historians (aided by the artists) have often referred to as
an ‘ism’ or something similar: Realism, Symbolism, Impressionism, Post-Impressionism, Fauvism,
Cubism, Expressionism, Surrealism, DADA, Pop Art, Abstract Expressionism, and so on. These
labels often form the chapter headings of art history books concerned with the post-1850
period.

Glossary
Manifesto
A declaration of an artist’s or a group of artists’ aims and intentions that they work toward. This
may take the form of a verbal proclamation and/or a written document.
It all breaks down in the 1970s as artists and writers began to think about art in a different
way. This was reflected when Tate Modern opened in 2000. Instead of having rooms displaying
different ‘isms’, the work was hung in rooms dedicated to the following themes (each of these
terms could be included in the glossary):
•

History/Memory/Society

•

Nude/Action/Body

•

Landscape/Matter/Environment

•

Still Life/Object/Real Life
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At the time of writing this course the themes are:
•

Artist and Society

•

In The Studio

•

Materials and Objects

•

Media Networks

•

Between Object and Architecture

•

Performer and Participant

•

Living Cities

This course is informed by the way that art has been rethought and presented. Thinking about
work thematically encourages the audience to connect artists and their work in new ways.
Some historical context is lost, but that can always be found in other ways. The advantage is
that the viewer should have a much more direct encounter with the work itself. Using a mindmap is an ideal way to capture the experience of looking at work in this way as it can show how
things relate to one another across time and space.
You will produce one mind-map throughout Drawing From The Past. You’ll add to it and amend
it in each of the five sections and it should become a complex and rich document that acts as
an index of your experience.
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How to make a Mind Map
There are ways that you can do this digitally using specialist software, but it’s probably easier to
use paper and pen. Don’t worry about it being neat and don’t try and plan it out too much in
advance. It should be an organic document that changes as you make it. There’s lots of advice
online about how to go about this sort of task. A lot of this advice encourages the maker to
start with a central idea but we aren’t going to do that. For our purposes, thinking - at least
initially - that all the entries are of equal importance will help.
You will need:
•

A sheet of strong white paper, at least A2

•

Soft pencils, that can be erased

•

Coloured pens

•

Sticky tape

•

Post-It Notes

•

A drawing board

Attach the paper to a board. Write the following words down in letters large enough to be read
from a few feet away. Don’t make it a list; spread them out across the sheet:
•

Giorgio Morandi

•

Rhythm

•

Still life

•

Repetition

•

Composition
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The next stage is to draw lines that plot the links between these terms. You may want to write
along the lines you draw to explain or clarify your thinking. Something like this:

These terms are just to get you started. A good way to find new terms is to use words that keep
cropping up in your notes or in the feedback you receive.
Your mind map should look different from this example. You may make more links or feel that it
is important to add a few more terms which should, in turn, generate more links. It may be that
you add terms that don’t yet link to anything.
If there are terms of words that are new to you as you work through the course, look them up,
add them to your glossary, and see if they deserve a place on the map. Remember that this is
your document and anything that you think ought to be on the map is fine. You may decide
later that some things need to be removed, or that your understanding has changed. This isn’t
a fixed document but a way of capturing associations and ideas that occur to you. By the time
you complete Drawing From The Past, your mind-map ought to be complex and dense, and
different from ones made by other students on this course.
Part five of Drawing from the Past begins with an assessment of what the Mind Map reveals
or indicates about your interests, so it’s important that you keep adding to this document
throughout the course.
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Suggestions:
•

If you’re not sure about something, use a post-it note as a placeholder

•

If there are questions you feel need answering, then add these, too

•

Colour code the text (for example, use a common colour for artists and another for art
movements)

•

Stick extra sheets of paper to the original one if it gets too dense. This is better than starting
again

•

Attach postcards or other images (better yet, make small drawings) as examples of
significant works

•

Write short biographies of important artists next to their names

•

If you have space write short lists to explain complex points

•

Photograph the mind-map as you go along so that you can look back on its progress

Tip
Put the mind-map somewhere where you can refer to it throughout your study. If you can
attach it to a wall or a large noticeboard, that’s ideal.
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Further Research
If you are excited by the work you’ve made and/or the insights you’ve gained from working on
a series of drawings, then feel free to carry on researching this kind of work. In Part Three you
will be exploring a different take on using repetition to drive an art practice.
Bryan Eccleshall, one of the authors of this course, embarked on a ‘drawing a day’ project for
the whole of 2013. You can find the work online here http://2013-365-drawings.blogspot.
co.uk/ and a couple of films that shed light on the project:
https://weareoca.com/subject/fine-art/bryan-eccleshall/
https://vimeo.com/135140926

Bryan Eccleshall, 26th June 2013, 2013,
graphite on paper)

Bryan Eccleshall, 26th December 2013,
2013, (graphite on paper)

Bryan Eccleshall, 26th October 2013,
2013, (graphite on paper)

Bryan Eccleshall, 24th August 2013, 2013,
(graphite on paper)
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Jane Horton, an OCA student, also embarked on a ‘drawing a day’ project, drawing a tree for
each day of 2015. You can find the collection on tumblr: https://365treedrawings.tumblr.com/

Jane Horton, Tree roots collage and paint,
Netteswell Lane, 30th July 2016. Drawing
218

Jane Horton, iPad drawing of a tree on
Mark Hall Moors Harlow from a reference
photo, 28th November 2016. Drawing 332
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Jane Horton, Evening light in the cemetery,
London Plane tree, 24th December 2016.
Drawing 345

Jane Horton, The edge of Cliffe Woods,
27th December 2016. Drawing 352
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While neither of these projects is the same as the work Morandi produced, they show how an
artist, through immersing themselves in a series of related tasks and by spending a modest
amount of effort each day can create a body of work that is greater than the sum of its parts.
Think about how you could build on your experience of working every day for a month to
create a large body of work.
•

what would your subject be?

•

what media would you use?

•

how would you manage your time?

•

what would the discipline of daily work signify?
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Feedback point
You are now ready to submit your work to your tutor for feedback. Make sure you send
everything in the way you have agreed. If you are submitting work digitally, make sure that
any photographs are in focus and do justice to the work, and make sure any files are labelled
in a logical way. To get effective feedback, your tutor needs to understand how to read the
submission.
You should have produced the following:
•

At least thirty drawings of your collection of objects (Exercise 1.1)

•

At least four drawings of works by Morandi (Exercise 1.2)

•

Your learning log, which should include written reflection about the experience of making
the work you are submitting (Exercise 1.3)

•

Your mind map

You may also have produced:
•

Further research that builds on the exercises in this section

•

A glossary comprised of at least the terms suggested so far

If you want to continue with the next section before receiving the feedback, that’s fine.
However, you may want to wait for your tutor’s comments.
When you receive the feedback for this submission, take time to go through it while making
notes. Put those notes in your log as a response to the report. If you want to return to the work
you have already made to revise it in the light of your tutor’s comments, then feel free to do so.
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